It is interesting that the last decade has seen a revival of interest in the most fundamental of all biological problems, that of organization. This book is a new attempt to solve this problem. Beginning with a critique of the difficulties inherent in the experimental approach to living beings and the statement of a conviction that the answer to organization is to be found only at the biological level and not at the level of theoretical physics, an imposing array of facts is summarized in quite adequate fashion. After discussing the protoplasmic system as a whole, the author presents a detailed discussion of the surface membrane of a living organism; this is somewhat unfortunately called ectoplasm. This semi-permeable membrane which separates protoplasm from the external environment is the all-important structure which determines what shall enter and leave the cell, plays a dominant role in fertilization and in cell division, and contributes largely to the process of differentiation. Just departs somewhat from the gene theory as the controlling agent in differentiation and substitutes an ingenious analysis of his own. After calling attention to the factorial difficulties in the rigidly formulated chromosome theory, he proposes that the protoplasm of the cell is totipotent and that the chromosomes extract from the protoplasm, at any given time, all those potencies which are not necessary for the differentiation of a specific cell at a specific time. He suggests that as growth and differentiation proceed, fewer and fewer potencies remain in the protoplasm and more and more are concentrated in the chromosome. While this reduces somewhat the difficulty of conceiving the chromosome as the reservoir from which all physical characteristics must come, enlarging the limits of the reservoir to include the protoplasm is an argument of the same kind and is faced by the same limitations as the modern genetic theory. In any event, the whole process is controlled and determined by the ectoplasm which, therefore, becomes the key to all biological problems. Although few remain who intellectually defend the long-discussed dichotomous concept of "body-mind," we still observe many who in attitude, practice, and in the varied endeavors of research in medicine adhere to rigid differentiation between the somatic and the mental and emotional aspects of the subjects under investigation. In 1935 Dunbar, in her book, Emotions and Bodily Changes, made a very earnest effort to assemble the gist of various scientifically directed researches which brought'into focus the interplay of somatic and psychic factors. These interrelations are referred to by the author as psychosomatic. She elaborates as follows: "The term 'psychosoniatic' is descriptive rather of the observer in his endeavor to apprehend than of the organism observed. Psychic and somatic represent merely two angles of observation. Our understanding of disease rests on pictures taken from these two angles viewed simultaneously, united stereoscopically. ' The method of presentation is a succession of bibliographical references with abstracts of some of the more pertinent literature. Such material by its very nature demands frequent augmentation. This second edition of the book appeared in 1938 and differs only from the foregoing volume by a more up-to-date bibliography and an extended introduction.
The book is arranged into three main sections: a general orientation and methodology is succeeded by a series of abstracts; the last and shortest section deals with therapeutic considerations and a conclusion. The bulk of the material consists of summaries and abstracts of the significant literature on "Organs and Organ-Systems," which in turn are presented under several headings such as: Nervous System, Musculature, Endocrines, General Metabolism and Heat Regulation, Cardiovascular System, Respiratory System, Gastro-intestinal System, Genito-urinary System, Special Sense Organs, Skin, and Bones.
The author is the first to admit that the reviews are brief and often incomplete, that only the xnost pertinent references (pertinent to the idea of psychosomatics) are included to the exclusion of many valuable but not so closely related subjects. She leaves to the reader the task of evaluating the relative importance of the articles and urges him to peruse the original works if interested. With this admission one wonders why the author did not choose a more selective, more coherent, and more critical method to drive home her main and so important thesis and plea: the recognition and adoption of the psychosomatic approach in all fields of medical endeavor. For instance, a relatively short, well-documented essay on any of the subjects now included under the chosen headings could have stressed the gradual development, the how, and the why of the importance of psychosomatics in a particular field. Such a presentation could have afforded more synthesis and sequence, a more convincing argument and more palatable reading. A complete bibliography appended to such an essay would have given ample reference material. At present the author offers us a convenient birds-eye view of an extensive field and places a handy reference volume at our disposal in which the technical details of bibliography reference and crossreference are efficieatly handled. *HELEX G. RICHTER.
